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SUMMARY

The previous companion paper detailed a
technique which allowed embryonic retinal gan-
glion cell axons to grow from the anterior eye
chamber across a PNS bridge, and enter the
adult host forebrain. Embryonic eyes of Ell,
E14, E18 and E21 animals were sutured to a
PNS bridge, the embryonic eye implanted into
an adult host eye, and the distal end of the
bridge implanted into the host forebrain. Re-
suits indicate that when eyes of all ages are used
for implantation, axons could be observed to
grow from the embryonic retina, through the
bridge and into the adult host forebrain. The ax-
ons extend for long distances in the host brain,
reach various layers of the cortex and in a few
animals enter the caudate/putamen complex.
Control studies show that the bridge is used ex-
clusively as the conduit to the brain, as opposed
to the degenerated host optic nerve. Thus, the re-
suits presented in this paper indicate that suc-
cessful grafting and transplantation is possible
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using the aforementioned technique. The results
suggest that the described visual system recon-
struction technique can be used for the study of

development and transplantation in this system.
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INTRODUCTION

The previous companion report described a
new technique for the study of CNS
reconstruction following visual system damage.
That study outlined the feasibility of utilizing
transplanted embryonic retinal ganglion cells to

regenerate through an adult peripheral nerve
bridge and into the adult CNS. This was
accomplished by attaching an entire embryonic
eye (of varying ages) to a segment of peripheral
nerve. The peripheral nerve served as a bridge
between the embryonic retinal ganglion cells and
the adult host brain. The embryonic eye with the
attached segment of peripheral nerve was then
implanted into the adult host eye. The distal end
of the peripheral nerve bridge was inserted into
the host forebrain. This preparation allows for
the tracing of fibers from the implant to the host
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CNS in a manner that is both unambiguous and
reproducible.

The results of that study demonstrated that
while the preparation is difficult to perfect, it
does allow one to study a flexible yet well defined
combination of systems. The system is capable of
supporting the development of the embryonic
system, and enabling growth of its retinal
ganglion cell axons across the bridge and into the
adult host’s forebrain.

Thus, this paper reports on the findings of this
experimental paradigm. Specifically, the
preparation described previously was used, and
after 30 to 180 days, growth of the embryonic
system through the bridge and into the host CNS
was evaluated histologically. This was
accomplished by tracing the system with HRP
both anterogradely and retrogradely. These
experiments allow us to determine the uses and
limitations of the technique by tracing the origin
of the axons; e.g., whether they were from the
implant or the host retinal ganglion cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiments

Experiments were performed to determine 1)
whether embryonic axons are capable of growing
into a PNS bridge, and 2) if there is a preference
for the adult (host) optic nerve or the bridge.
The basic method used has been reported in the
companion paper. In each of the experiments,
the methods described for embryonic eye
removal, tibial nerve removal, transplant
prgparation, and implantation were identical.

Implantation of Embryonic Eye/PNS Bridge,
Optic Nerve Cut: In all animals (N=48), the
embryonic eye was sutured to the PNS bridge as
described earlier. The portion of the bridge with
the embryonic eye attached was inserted into the
host eye, and the other end inserted into the
forebrain. Simultaneously, the host optic nerve
was completely transected.

In one third of these animals, two days prior

to the sacrifice times of 30 to 180 days post-
implantation, HRP was applied to the transected
bridge as described previously. Analysis of the
HRP material yielded information about the
growth of axons between the implant and the
forebrain; i.e., whether the axons of the implant
reached the forebrain, and the characteristics of
the labelling pattern.

In another third of these animals, HRP was
injected intraocularly two days prior to the 30 to
180 day sacrifice time point. HRP analysis
determined the extent and configuration of
axonal projection into the host CNS.

In the final third of these animals, HRP was
injected into the forebrain and the entire eye
(both host and implant) was examined for HRP
labelled cells.

Embryonic Eye Implant, No PNS Bridge, Optic
Nerve Cut: Another evenly divided group of
animals (as above) received optic nerve
transection, followed by an implant of embryonic
eye without the attached PNS bridge. Prior to
sacrifice, HRP was intraocularly injected in order
to trace possible anterogradely regrown axons.
The optic nerve, lateral geniculate body, superior
colliculus and forebrain were analyzed
histologically for presence of label. The purpose
of this animal group was to determine whether
the embryonic retinal ganglion cells could project
to the host brain through the damaged optic
nerve. Data from this group of animals yielded
information regarding the growth potential of
the embryonic retinal axons through a lesioned
area.

PNS Bridge, No Embryonic Eye Implant, Optic
Nerve Cut: In another group of animals divided
as above, the hosts received an implant of the
PNS bridge alone (the embryonic eye was not
attached). The optic nerve was transected during
the implant. Two days prior to sacrifice, animals
were intraocularly injected with HRP. This
allowed the determination of whether the host
retinal ganglion cells were "rescued" and able to
reorganize their axons into the peripheral nerve
bridge. The optic nerve, optic tract, lateral
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geniculate body, PNS bridge, forebrain
superior colliculus were analyzed for label.

and

Labelling Methods

Anterograde Labelling of the Forebrain from
the Retina and Bridge: Animals received
anterograde labelling of the forebrain by either
HRP injection into the host eye or into the
bridge. For intraocular injections, animals
received a 40% solution of free HRP (Sigma
type VI) in water. A Kopf microinjector was used
to pressure inject 3/zl of solution intraocularly
over a period of 30 minutes. Labelling of the
bridge and forebrain will result using this
technique.

In animals that received a bridge application,
the skin over the bridge was excised over the
skull, with care taken not to damage the bridge.
The bridge appeared shiny white against the
darker fascia, and was easily identifiable. With a
No. 10 scalpel, the bridge was transected 2-3mm
from the burr hole. Gel-foam soaked HRP was
applied directly to the transection site for 50
minutes. The Gel-foam was then removed and
the stumps of the bridge were sealed with agar to
prevent leakage of the HRP. The skin was then
closed with wound clips over the bridge.

Retrograde Labelling of the Retina from the
Bridge and Forebrain: In a third group of animals,
and for each embryonic age group, 1-2/L of a
40% solution of HRP (Sigma type VI) was
injected into the forebrain at the site where the
distal portion of the tibial nerve bridge entered
the cerebral cortex. This was accomplished by
carefully drilling away the cranium surrounding
the bridge and making a series of small injections
360 around the bridge. After the injections were
completed, Gel-foam was placed around the
bridge, the skin over the bridge sutured closed
and the animal sacrificed 48 hours later.

All histological procedures were performed as
outlined in the previous report. They were
carried out in a blinded fashion, without prior
knowledge of the treatment group. Briefly, each

animal was perfused transcardially with a 1%
paraformaldehyde, 2.5% gluteraldehyde and 4%
sucrose fixative. The eye, proximal and distal
bridge segment and brain were then removed
and sectioned at 50/m on a freezing microtome.

Resulting sections were processed according to
the tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) protocol of
Mesulam/14/. Alternate sections were mounted,
coverslipped and counterstained with thionin.
For retrograde analyses, the total number of
labelled ganglion cells of the host and donor
retina were counted. The whole mounted retinae
were processed for HRP histochemistry which
established the quantity and distribution of
retinal ganglion cells that projected through the

bridge. For anterograde analyses, axonal growth
towards the forebrain was determined by the
presence of label in the bridge or forebrain.

RESULTS

In all host animals that had been implanted
with Ell, E14, E18 or E21 day eyes and no
bridge, no evidence of HRP transport was
observed at any sacrifice time. In most animals of
this group, the embryonic eyes were found to
have survived implantation and to have grown
and differentiated into somewhat laminar
structures that were reminiscent of normal
retinae. However, no axons from these implant
eyes grew into the lesioned host optic nerve, nor
did any of the host retinal ganglion cells grow
past the lesion. In fact, most of the host retinal
ganglion cells appeared atrophied.

Likewise, when a peripheral nerve bridge was
implanted into the host eye with no attached
embryonic eye no evidence of axonal transport
of HRP could be observed. The HRP that was
injected into the host eye stayed in the host eye
with no label being observed in the frontal cortex
or in any part of the bridge. Since the host optic
nerve had been transected at implantation, this
suggests that the host’s retinal ganglion cells
axons did not grow into the bridge.

This is in contrast to the findings when an
embryonic eye was sutured to a peripheral nerve
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Fig. 2a: Low power photomicrograph of E18 eye 90

days post-implantation in which HRP was
injected intraocularly. Note the heavy label in
the implant ("e" arrow) and bridge ("b" arrow).

Fig. 2b: Photomicrograph of the terminal label in
frontal cortex following HRP injection
demonstrated in Figure 2a. Arrow denotes
nerve bridge entering the cortex.

contained cells that appeared analogous to the
normal retina. However, a true laminar
arrangement could not be demonstrated
throughout the entire retina. In many of these
successful eye/bridge implants, a lens could also
be observed.

DISCUSSION

In lower vertebrates such as the goldfish,
damage to the optic nerve will result in survival

of retinal ganglion cells, and regeneration of
axons to their target (the optic tectum) to form
functional contacts (e.g., appropriate synapses
leading to restoration of visual function /9/. A
significant reduction of retinal ganglion cells also
occurs in amphibians /13/. In frogs, only
approximately one-third of the retinal ganglion
cells are present six months after optic nerve
crush /17,22/. In neonatal mammals and avian

species, there is an almost complete depletion of
retinal ganglion cells following damage
(interruption) of the optic nerve /1,15,16/.
Damage to the adult mammalian optic nerve will
result in an aborted attempt to regenerate, and
no new synapses will form on the target neurons
from the retinal ganglion cells/1,7,10,16/.

In an effort to stimulate regeneration, a
number of experiments have focused on grafting
CNS tissue from various parts of the fetal
neuraxis into the brains of neonatal and adult
animals. These cells can grow substantially, and
survive for long periods of time, and differentiate
to the extent that such grafts exhibit some
topographical features of the mature, intact CNS
(see /21/ for review). Most importantly,
neuroanatomical studies have demonstrated
afferent and efferent axonal projections between
host and donor tissues, and electrophysiological
analyses have demonstrated that donor implants
can form functional synapses with the host brain,
and can even mitigate functional deficits
resulting from injury, aging, or congenital
anomalies (see/3/for review).

Del Cerro et al /4,5/ have found that
developing retinas of various ages can survive
and differentiate when transplanted into the
anterior chamber of a rat of a different strain.
For example, when a retina is transplanted into
an albino host, the pigmented retina of the donor
survives, differentiates, is well vascularized and
can be distinguished from the host. In the vitreal
chamber, fetal retina can also survive and
differentiate/4,24/. When the neonatal retina is
transplanted into the host, the typical pattern
formation is observed, and the graft integrates
quite well with the host/4,23/.

Mammalian neurons from various portions of
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the CNS have the capability to elongate their
axons when a peripheral nerve graft is used as
the growth substrate (see /26/ for review). Of
course, axons of the CNS can originate from the
regrowth of interrupted axons, sprouting of
spared (undamaged) fibers, or elongation of
collateral branches of injured neurons. Thus, in
any study where regeneration into a graft may be
observed, these possibilities must be considered.
This is why axotomy is necessitated in
regeneration studies, and why the optic nerve
has been used successfully for such work. The
axons of the retinal ganglion cells form the
matrix of the optic nerve, and their origin is in
the retina. Thus, transection of the optic nerve
will ensure that those axons are disrupted. Using
this model, a PNS bridge can be apposed to the
severed optic nerve, and a relatively simple
procedure can be performed to determine if
axons found in the bridge originated from the
retina. Indeed, this is the logic followed by
Aguayo and his colleagues. Briefly, it has been
determined that when the optic nerve is cut and
a PNS bridge is sutured to the stump, the cut
ganglion cell axons enter and grow through the
bridge (see/2/for review). Thus, the optic nerve
has been replaced by a PNS graft in this
preparation. Vidal-Sanz et al/25/have used this
technique as a bridge between the host eye and
the mesencephalon. Interestingly, it has been
shown that neurites of the fetal CNS will not
extend into grafts of adult optic nerve in vitro
/19/. This result may be related to the non-
permissive substrate properties of adult
oligodendrocytes/18/. However, in other studies
the environment of the adult optic nerve could
be stimulated to elicit a limited regenerative
response following injury. This was accomplished
by the application of "growth associated
triggering factors" derived from developing optic
nerves/11,12,20/.

In the previous companion paper we detailed
the technique for mammalian visual system
reconstruction. The data presented in this paper
show that use of the technique can indeed yield
results which are a first step in achieving this
goal. Although this preparation may be

considered an attempt at visual system
reconstruction (where there has been damage to
the host retina and optic nerve), other basic
neurobiological issues can be explored. These
include the determination of whether the
embryonic axons can not only course through a
PNS environment, but successfully enter and
synapse on adult CNS targets. Also, the extent
and architectural character of pattern formation
can be determined since two time points are
chosen. Other issues such as the contribution of
the host eye to cell survivability, the contribution
of implanted embryonic retina to a damaged
host visual system and the effect of the implant
on an intact visual system are the subject of this
report.

In conclusion, the results demonstrate the
technical feasibility of using this preparation in
studying "visual system reconstruction". Further,
these experiments support the contention that
the embryonic retinal ganglion cells can grow
long distances into host CNS tissue. The effect of
various age embryonic eyes, and the effect of
using other CNS targets such as the superior
colliculus is currently being examined.
Additionally, the contribution of the implant to
the host system, as well as the contribution of the
host environment to the developing system, will
be determined in future studies.
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